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Strategi Plan



Excellence Through Service
Mission 

The Albany Police Department is dedicated to ensuring the safety 
and wel of our community through community .  We
this by employing dedicated  are 

adaptable to the evolving needs of the community we serve. 

Values
Integrity • Adaptability • Teamwork

Dedication • Service • Professionalism 
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Marcia Harnden
Police Chief

Chief’s Message
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Our initiatives are:

P li Chi f

This plan is our future. Good teamwork will help us meet these goals and give us the structure to 
adapt to the changing landscape of policing  The aim is to build on the high-quality policing that 
the community of Albany has come to expect. I am excited to see these goals be met and am 
proud of the women and men of the Albany Police Department. Their work and commitment 
to this plan shows that Albany olice are in good shape and the future looks bright. The 
Albany Police Department is well-prepared to provide professional police services to a growing, 
diverse, and vibrant community for years to come.



Strategic Planning Process
At the direction of Chief Marcia Harnden, a strategic planning was 

created to initiate the strategic planning process. The included members of 

various ranks and organizational components. Members of the met regularly in 

202 and identif strategic issues for the next three years. The process 

included an assessment of external and internal factors that may affect the police 

department and attempted to forecast challenges the department is likely to encounter 

during the next three years.  Based on the , the developed a plan 

that will serve as a to guide the department’s strategic efforts 

. Performance measures and expected outcomes were created 

goal  designed to be specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and time based. The 

will review this document .  

Strategic priorities are the long-term, broad, measurable strategies or priority areas that the department will focus on 

for the next three years to address critical issues and close the gap between the current state and the future vision. 

They determine where we need to focus our time and energy to deliver our mission and achieve our vision. These 

priorities are cross-disciplinary or cross-functional and should apply to all areas of the organization. The priorities serve 

as guidelines and framework for setting annual goals. 

Albany Strategic Priorities

Building a robust highly 
performing workforce.

Utilizing data and technology 
to further our mission and 

efficiencies. 
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Maintain and grow 
community engagement 

and trust.

Strengthen community and 
ity partnerships.

Good stewardship of 
public funds.



Following the 21st Century Policing Model
It is the best practice for the Albany Police Department to align our strategic goals with he 

1 Century Policing.  Throughout th  document, there will be notations of specific areas 

of focus in relation to this model.  The six pillars of the 21st Century Policing Model are as follows: 

Pillar 1:
Building 
Trust and 

Legitimacy

People are more 
likely to obey 
the law when 
they believe 

that those who 
are enforcing 

it have the 
legitimate 

authority to 
tell them what 

to do. The 
public confers 

legitimacy 
only on those 
they believe 

are acting in a 
procedurally 
just manner. 

Pillar 2:
Policy and 
Oversight

Develop 
policies and 
procedures 

based on 
community 

expectations 
and values. 

Pillar 3:
Technology 
and Social 

Media

Implementing 
new 

technologies 
can give police 
departments 

an opportunity 
to fully engage 

and educate 
communities 
in a dialogue 
about their 

expectations for 
transparency, 

accountability, 
and privacy. 

Pillar 4:
Community 

Policing 
and Crime 
Reduction

Community 
policing 

requires the 
active building 

of positive 
relationships 

with members 
of the 

community. 

Pillar 5:
Training and 

Education

Prioritiz
training and 
education to 

remain current 
with established 

best practices 
and law. 

Pillar 6: 
Officer 

Wellness and 
Safety 

The wellness 
and safety 

of law 
enforcement is 

critical to 
themselves, 

their 
colleagues, 

their agencies, 
 to public 
safety. 

In addition to aligning with the 21st Century Policing 
Model,  Albany Police Department 
the City of Albany Strategic Plan.  Notations of specific 
areas of focus in relation to the City of Albany Strategic 
Plan can be found throughout th  document. The City of 
Albany’s current Strategic Plan are:

City of Albany Strategic Plan
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GOAL 1
Continual evaluation of hiring and recruitment 
processes to stay ahead of projected attrition.

Key Actions:
• Evaluate current hiring and recruitment

processes.
• Request input from new hires on how they

found our agency and what attracted them
to our department.

• Identify pipelines for future employees.
• Expand our recruitment efforts to diverse

groups.
• Collaborate with other agencies.
•

•
•

GOAL 2
Evaluation of our current Field Training & 
Evaluation Program (FTEP) to ensure success of 
new trainees.

Key Actions:
• Evaluate current FTEP process and success

rate of new trainees.
•

•

Identify areas of improvement within the
FTEP process to ensure success of new
trainees.
Train 
T O s  through
instructor development.

• Focus on expansion of  and
cademy training.

•

GOAL 

Key Actions:
•

•

•

•

•

•

GOAL 

Key Actions:
•
•
•

•

GOAL 

.

Key Actions:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Strategic Priority #1: 
Building a robust highly performing workforce.
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GOAL 1

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

GOAL 2

Key Actions:

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

GOAL 3

Key Actions: 

•

•

•
•

GOAL 

Key Actions:

Strategic Priority #2: 
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GOAL 1
Maximize technology using current equipment 
and implement new programs such as drones 
and photo enforcement.

Key Actions:
•

•

•
•

•

GOAL 2
Analyze equipment needs and costs for current 
and new technology.

Key Actions:
•
• Assess costs of equipment replacement and

equipment replacement schedules.
• Maintain a database for firearms, tasers,

fleet, radios, other equipment for
future forecasting.

GOAL 3
Maintain transparency through public facing 
documents and reports while enhancing social 
media and communication  the community. 

Key Actions: 

• Maintain licenses with PowerDMS to
continue public facing documents.

• Increase social media posts to gain more
followers (Twitter/LinkedIn).

• Find new platforms to increase
communication with community members.

•

GOAL 4
 and implement an online 

reporting system. 

Key Actions:
• an online reporting system.
• Promote the online reporting system to the

community through social media and public
notices.

• Educate personnel on the online reporting
system.

• Evaluate potential future use of CopLogic
.

•

GOAL 5
ad analysis for all aspects 

of the department to ensure efficiency. 

Key Actions:
•  comprehensive workload analysis in

each division.
• Educate personnel on the concept of a

workload analysis.
• Implement efficiency practices based on the

analysis.
• Implement department changes to maximize

workforce productivity.
•

GOAL 6
Increase internal transparency through
communication. 

Key Actions:
• Maintain internal facing documents 

via PowerDMS.
•

• Conduct annual employee satisfaction
survey to obtain feedback.

•

Strategic Priority # : 
Utilizing data and technology to further our 

mission and efficiencies.
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GOAL 1
Identify operational needs and efficiencies 
through performing a department-wide 
workload analysis.

Key Actions:
• Conduct a comprehensive workload analysis

in each division.
• Educate personnel on the concept of a

workload analysis.
•

•

•

GOAL 2
Maximize return on investment of department 
purchases and increase grant opportunities to 
supplement funds.  

Key Actions:
• Research grant opportunities.
• Apply for grants 

opportunities become available.
• Engage the Public Safety Foundation 

for equipment and 
.

GOAL 3
Prioritize training to align with career goals and 
employee development. 

Key Actions: 
• Prioritize training through employee career

development goals.
• Prioritize training by need and value.

GOAL 4
Continue ongoing evaluation of employee  
incentive

. 

Key Actions:
• Evaluate employee  programs.
• Evaluate education 

GOAL 5
Maximize external funding opportunities and
partnerships through grant opportunities,
training with other agencies, asset forfeiture

Key Actions:
• Apply for grant funding as 

opportunities arise.
• Maintain federal funding certification

through CALEA to accept federal funding.
•

•

•

GOAL 6
Promote and advocate for ongoing levy and 
citywide funding. 

Key Actions:
•

• acant positions
.

GOAL 7
Constant evaluation of department fees and 
services.

Key Actions:
• department fees and services.
• Implement new fee services

•  animal control fees 
from Linn County.

•
•
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Strategic Priority # : 
Good stewardship of public funds.
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GOAL 1
 community trust by adhering to 

national, state, and local best practices through 

CALEA , 
IACP,
OACP

and the 21st Century Policing Model.

Key Actions:
•

•

best practices 
through CALEA accreditation.
Continue to collaborate with PERF, IACP,
OACP  and 21st Century Policing Model.

GOAL 2
Strive to post consistent social media content 
and increase followers by 10 percent. 

Key Actions:
• Consistent social media posts of 2-3 per

week.
• Increase followers by 10 percent on all social

media platforms.
• Focus on increasing Twitter

followers.

GOAL 3
Conduct minimum of one community and one 
youth academy per year.

Key Actions: 
• Promote annual community academy and

youth academy.
• Continue to conduct at least one

community and youth  every year.

GOAL 4
Maintain and grow the volunteer and cadet 
programs by minimum of 10 percent in 
personnel. 

Key Actions:
• Promote volunteer programs through

community academy, advisory groups, and 
social media.

• Promote cadet program through local school
district and colleges.

GOAL 5
Maintain 

iversity dvisory eam and meet a 
minimum of  times per year.

Key Actions:
• Promote and encourage participation in

iversity dvisory eam.
• Host diversity team meetings at least

quarterly.

GOAL 6
Focus efforts on youth engagement.

Key Actions:
• Conduct at least one youth academy per year.
• Engage youth through programs such as hop

with a op.
• Engagement with the schools through 

s

O
perational Plan G

oals/Key A
ctions

Strategic Priority # : 
Maintain and grow community engagement.
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GOAL 1
Utilize transparency to build and enhance 
continued community and internal 
department trust.

Key Actions:
• Continue to offer public facing documents

via PowerDMS on City website.
• Continue to publish annual report

and quarterly reports highlighting our
engagement efforts.

• Conduct annual employee satisfaction
survey.

• Assess internal communication needs and

•

GOAL 2
Enhance City and external partnerships through 
resource sharing.

Key Actions:
• Work with surrounding agencies to share

resources.
• Communicate with school district

regarding
•

•

•

GOAL 3
Identify revenue opportunities for community 
livability functions and anticipated growth 
through agency agreements. 

Key Actions: 
• Research grant opportunities.
• Increase revenue sources.
•

•

•

GOAL 4
Increase public outreach by providing employee 
participation on public boards.

Key Actions:
• Increase participation with the iversity

dvisory eam.
• Encourage personnel to participate on

public boards.
• Encourage personnel to participate in public

events.
•

GOAL 

Key Actions:

• Co participation 

•
.
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Strategic Priority # : 
Strengthen community and city partnerships.
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GOAL 5
Enhance relationships through diversity 
outreach organizations. 

Key Actions:

•

•



Building a robust  
highly performing workforce.

Expected Outcomes:
• Recruit and hire qualified diverse applicants

consistent with City of Albany demographics.1

• Successful completion of F T
E P for new trainees with a
success rate of 80% or higher.2

• More efficient department by utilizing outcome of
the workload .3

•
•

• More than 0% of officers receive C
raining.

Performance Measure:
•

• Review demographics of qualified applicants and
how far each applicant makes it through the hiring
process.

•

• Complete workload a and create a matrix for
measuring workload on an annual basis.

• Track training hours for certified employees to meet
minimum state standards.

• Track training hours of non-sworn employees.

•

Strategic Priority #1

1 City of Albany Strategic Plan Goal 4: An Effective Government
2 Pillar 5: Training and Education
3 Pillar 1: Building Trust and Legitimacy
4

 Pillar :
 Pillar 
 Pillar 5: Training and Education

Continual evaluation of hiring and recruitment processes to stay ahead of projected 
attrition. A A

Evaluation of our current FTEP to ensure success of new recruits. A,D I, A A

I A

I A A

Conduct D A A

KEY: D = Design or create program  I = Implement  A = Assess (can occur before or after implementation)
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.
Expected Outcomes:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Performance Measure:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Strategic Priority #2

Pillar : 
Pillar 

1  Pillar : 
1  Pillar : 

Goals 202 202 20

 D, I A  A

  
 A  A  A

Maintain  A A   A

De D  A

KEY: D = Design or create program  I = Implement  A = Assess (can occur before or after implementation)
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Utilizing data and technology to  
further our mission and efficiencies.

Expected Outcomes:
• Increased ability to deploy specialty resources

( rone) with a goal of deployment in 30 minutes or
less

•

• Improve internal communication through
engagement efforts.

•

• Increase ability to investigate crimes through the
use of drones.

• Increase social media followers by 10% on each
platform

•
•

Performance Measure:
• Track and measure time to deploy specialty resources. 

( rone)
• ercentage of 

.
• Feedback received through the annual employee

satisfaction survey.
•

• Increase in social media followers.

•

•

Strategic Priority #

Pillar 3: Technology and Social Media
Pillar 1: Building Trust and Legitimacy

1

Goals 202 202 202

Maximize technology through the use of current equipment and implement 
new programs such as drones and photo enforcement. I  A  A

Analyze equipment needs and costs for current and new technology.   A  A  A

Maintain public transparency through public facing documents and reports while 
enhancing social media and communication  the community.  A A   A

Design and implement an online reporting system.  D I A

 a workload analysis for all aspects of the department to ensure efficiency. A A

 I A A

KEY: D = Design or create program  I = Implement  A = Assess (can occur before or after implementation)
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Good stewardship
of public funds.

Expected Outcomes:
• Increase grant funding by 10 percent per year. 
• Reduce discretionary overtime costs.
• department fee services through

programs such as public fingerprinting
 and code compliance.

• More efficient department by utilizing data from the
workload 

• Equ distribution of training funds amongst
all department members. 

Performance Measure:
• Increase grant funding and grant opportunities.
• Reduce overtime costs through monthly monitoring 

of mandatory and discretionary overtime.
• Increase revenue sources through service fees for

fingerprinting, code compliance  and other services.
• Maintain 95-100 percent of budgeted positions filled.
• Track training and education reimbursement funds.
•

Strategic Priority #

City of Albany Strategic Plan Goal : 
Pillar 5: Training and Education

Goals 202 202 202

workload analysis.
A A A

grant 
opportunities to supplement funds. A A A

Prioritize training and time associated with training to align with career goals and
I, A A A

Continue ongoing evaluation of employee  programs  education 
. A A

Maximize external funding opportunities and partnerships through grant 
opportunities, training with other agencies, asset forfeiture  I, A I, A I, A

Promote and advocate for ongoing levy and citywide funding. A A

Constant evaluation of department fees and services. D, I I, A A

KEY: D = Design or create program  I = Implement  A = Assess (can occur before or after implementation)
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Maintain and grow  
community engagement.

Expected Outcomes:
• Increase social media engagement and increase

followers by 10% each year.
• Hold at least two community academies per year. 
• Increase cadets/volunteers by 10 each 

year (maximum 6 cadets per year).
• Increase volunteer hours by 10  per year.
• Stakeholders and community members are better

informed. 
• Improve trust and relationships with key community 

partners and stakeholders. 
• Increase community satisfaction with police services. 

Performance Measure:
• Track number of followers on all social media

platforms.
• Conduct community academy and track participation. 
• Increased number of cadets and volunteers.
• Track volunteer hours.
• Track number of community engaged with

•
.

Strategic Priority #

Pillar 3: Technology and Social Media

Pillar 4: Community Policing and Crime Reduction

Goals 202 202 202
Continue to grow community trust by adhering to ational, tate, and local best 
practices through CALEA, P , O A
C P  and the 21st Century Policing Model.

A A A

Strive to post consistent social media content and increase followers by 10 . A A A

Conduct minimum of one community and youth academy per year. A A A

Maintain and grow the volunteer and cadet programs by minimum of 10
in personnel. A A A

Maintain iversity dvisory am and meet a minimum 
of  times per year.

I A A

Focus efforts on youth engagement. I A A

KEY: D = Design or create program  I = Implement  A = Assess (can occur before or after implementation)
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Strengthen community 
and city partnerships.

Expected Outcomes:
• Community needs and concerns are better 

understood. 2

• Stakeholders and community members are better
informed. 3

• Identify and address community concerns. 4

• Enhance external partnerships through resource sharing 
and communication. 5

• Consistent community participation in iversity
dvisory eam (DAT).

•

Performance Measure:
• umber of community members

volunteering with APD.
• umber of employees involved in public

outreach.
• Analyze community satisfaction ratings from City of

Albany community survey.
• Track community outreach activities and participation. 

(Coffee with a Cop, diversity, etc.)
• Track and enhance inter-department community

development.
•  participation in iversity dvisory eam.

Strategic Priority #

ity of Albany Strategic Plan Goal 4: An Effective Government

Pillar 1: Building Trust and Legitimacy

Goals 202 202 202

Utilize transparency to build and enhance continued community and internal 
departmental trust.   I,A A A

Enhance city and external partnerships through resource sharing. I,A I,A I,A

Identify revenue opportunities for community livability functions and anticipated 
growth through agency agreements.  D,I I A

Increase public outreach by providing employee participation on public boards. I,A I,A  A 

Enhance relationships through diversity outreach organizations. I,A A A

KEY: D = Design or create program  I = Implement  A = Assess (can occur before or after implementation)
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541-917-7680
Non-emergency

 2600 Pacific Boulevard SW 
Albany, Oregon 97321


